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Selling a variety of Gruens. ALL SOLD!

V4 round, c. 1920, solid 14k, needs crystal, runs well. Case excellent. Nice platinized dial with
applied gold numbers. Monogram. Gold scrap value $675.
Curvex cal. 440, several watches. All gold-filled and none appear to be on sterling.
 -- Style 450, single-tone Arabic dial. Fantastic condition, looks new at first glance (but minor
marks on case, dial, crystal). Ran 14 hours on a winding, kept time. No band. SOLD
 -- Style 498, typical dial with contrasting minute track. Dial is retouched/refinished, and the result
is not very good. Moderate case wear. Unusual solid red crystal. Runs well. Metal expansion
band. SOLD
 -- Style 498 "Portrait", fancy rope type trim, correct faceted glass crystal. Good condition, minor
wear, good dial. Not running, broken balance.
 -- Style 499, typical dial with contrasting minute track. Dial has darkened but appears original.
Hard to read due to dark hands+dark dial. Light case wear, heavy crystal wear. Runs well. No
band. SOLD
Curvex cal. 440/556 "Executive" solid 14k. Very good, not running with broken balance. Diamond
dial has been refinished and missing "Curvex" text. Gold scrap value $250. SOLD
Cal. 335R square, running poorly. Very nice original textured dial. Metal expansion band. SOLD
Cal. 335R, mangled hairspring, broken hand. Metal expansion band. SOLD
Women's Duo-Dial, cal. 678, Guildite case. Missing balance assembly+cock and hour/minute
hands. Otherwise in good shape. Has the seconds hand. No band.
Cal. 405, two-tone grey/black dial, good shape, runs great. Needs crystal, no band.
Cal. N710SS/225A 17 jewels, silver base metal case. Very good with minimal wear to case, great
dial. Slight corrosion on hands. Runs fine.
Cal. 710RSS 25 jewels, movement only, runs, very nice dial and perfect gold hands.

If any interest, I have pictures. Prices are "make an offer".
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